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TRAVEL TALES
“There is a world elsewhere.” William Shakespeare

THE WORLD

The World is a one-of-a-kind 
ship that continuously navigates 
the globe. The ship will spend 
several months in Europe this 
spring and summer, sailing into 
London at the end of  June, and will 
undertake two epic expeditions 
to the Arctic Circle in August and 
Antarctica in December to explore 
breath-taking scenery and diverse 
wildlife. All residences onboard 
are privately owned by families 
from around the globe and a 
small selection is available for 
resale every year. Guest stays and 
private tours are available to those 
interested in ownership
(subject to qualification). 
www.aboardtheworld.com
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KUDA VILLINGILI - 
MALDIVES 

Few places exude the idea of  
romance as much as connecting 

with your loved one under a 
blanket of  stars on a paradise 

island. Kuda Villinigili is suitably 
located on an isolated island far 

away from the light pollution 
of  big cities, affording the best 
view of  both the northern and 

southern skies.
www.kudavillingili.com

THE MAYBOURNE RIVIERA
ROQUEBRUNE-CAP-MARTIN - FRANCE

Built on a rocky peninsula high above the picturesque 
French town of  Roquebrune-Cap-Martin, The 

Maybourne Riviera - a strikingly modernist hotel - is 
the fifth property of  Maybourne Hotel Group. With 

dramatic panoramic views of  the coastline that take in 
Cap-Martin and Italy to the west and Monte Carlo to 
the east, The Maybourne Riviera offers an unrivalled 
setting high above the glistening Mediterranean Sea. 

The location is famed for its rich art and cultural 
heritage as well as spectacular beauty, ensuring this new 
hotel will be instilled with the inspirational and creative 

spirit for which Maybourne Hotel Group
is world-renowned.  www.maybourneriviera.com

FAIRMONT LA MARINA RABAT SALÉ - MOROCCO

The newly opened Fairmont La Marina Rabat-Salé is 
the epitome of  luxury for those visiting Rabat. Nestled 
by the Bouregreg River and the Atlantic Ocean, guests 
can watch the sunset behind the ancient Kasbah with 
a glass of  locally sourced wine. The hotel seamlessly 

blends modern Moroccan design with ancient traditions, 
featuring 186 rooms and 27 suites showcasing Moroccan 

craftsmanship and modern design elements. 
Guests can relax and rejuvenate in the Fairmont Spa, 
which offers spa treatments and ancestral care rituals 

using ingredients from Moroccan terroir.
www.fairmont.com

“With age, comes wisdom. With travel, comes understanding.”  “With age, comes wisdom. With travel, comes understanding.”  Sandra LakeSandra Lake
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